CONNECTING THE WORLD’S ASSETS

POWERED BY
TURN YOUR ELD INTO A PRODUCTIVITY HUB WITH
SAMSUNG’S IN-CAB MOBILE TECHNOLOGY
When ORBCOMM’s ELD solution is powered by Samsung, fleets have an
opportunity to create a secure, powerful and scalable in-cab platform to
improve operational efficiency and driver productivity. By combining fleets’
internal and third-party apps with ORBCOMM solutions on a rugged Samsung
tablet, fleet managers have the tools to improve the driving experience,
increase customer satisfaction and reduce IT risks and admin costs.
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Powered by Samsung
Combine Samsung in-cab devices, ORBCOMM’s BT 500 hardware platform, powerful
back end reporting from FleetManager—and together you have the industry’s most
productive, efficient and future-proofed ELD truck management solution on the market
today. Samsung’s durable devices creates an open, scalable platform, enabling fleets
to build a driver ecosystem that retains drivers, boosts customer satisfaction through
better service and reduces costs with improved asset and resource utilization.

Samsung Hardware—Made for Trucking
Samsung provides powerful, versatile, mobile devices that provide defense-grade
security, rugged hardware and proof-of-delivery technology to safeguard fleet data,
automate manual processes and improve on-time delivery.

Productivity and efficiency - All on the one screen
Converge Android-based productivity and efficiency apps—
internal or third-party—on your Samsung device and connect
drivers, schedules, assets, back office and customers—all
on one in-cab screen.
Designed tough for truck life
Samsung tablets are durable to withstand harsh working
conditions and everyday truck life—from completing
vehicle inspections out of the cab, to navigating, dispatcher
communications or capturing delivery signatures.
Security on the road
Keep your fleet and customer data secure with defence-

grade security from mobile security platform Samsung Knox,
built into the device’s hardware and software to keep hackers
out and your company’s data safe.
Stay productive during long days
Make drivers’ lives easier with the ability to track orders,
capture signatures and take notes through fast data
processing, high-resolution cameras that perform in low
light, facial recognition, enhanced touch, glove mode, waterresistant S Pen stylus and long-lasting batteries.
Mounts and Accessories
Get multiple mounts, chargers and accessories built to your
vehicle’s specifications, from top accessory providers.

The ORBCOMM ELD Bundle
Make your in-cab ELD technology easier to buy, configure and deploy with ORBCOMM’s ELD Bundle. Combine all the
components you’ll need for one price—ORBCOMM’s full ELD truck management software, the Samsung Galaxy Tab
Active2 or Galaxy Tab A, full data connectivity, MDM (mobile device management), ORBCOMM’s BT 500, superior
customer support, high-quality enclosures and mounts from ProClip and standard warranty.
ELD Truck Management Software
The ELD Bundle includes a full licence for ORBCOMM’s
truck management solution, which goes way beyond ELD
compliance to include HOS Advisor, driver performance
scoring, messaging, jobs, workflow and DVIR. The open
Android platform allows carriers scale with flexibility to
add functionality as their needs change.
Your Choice of Tablet
Choose a tablet that best suits the needs of your operation:
•

•

Samsung’s Galaxy Tab A 8.0 performs as an entry-level
and productive ELD. Its powerful processor and long
battery life ensure it continues to perform efficiently
during long over-the-road trips. Two high-res cameras
allow drivers to improve productivity by tracking orders,
capturing signatures and reconciling returns.
The Galaxy Tab Active2 is the rugged companion for
the hard road. Built to encounter drops, spills or knocks,
its replaceable battery can last up to 11 hours. Out
of the cab, two 8MP and 5MP cameras accurately
capture field data and record high-res video. Excelling
in extreme weather in Wet Touch and Glove modes, its
IP-68-certified S Pen stylus allows drivers to write even
in pouring rain or while wearing gloves.

Mobile Device Management
Control how tablets are used with MDM software installed
on the devices. Tablets will be configured to your fleet’s

customized policies. Internal and third-party applications
will be pre-installed, and data usage can be controlled.
Remote support will be used to troubleshoot the device
without driver involvement.
Mobile Deployment
Make your mobile deployment easier with comprehensive
managed mobility services—staging, kitting, inventory
management, integration and MDM configuration. We
configure devices, load all apps and software, and
distribute devices efficiently. New and replacement devices
are managed to minimize the disruption to your daily
operations. Upgrades and system updates are handled to
avoid your devices going offline from out-of-date software.
Data Connectivity
Get connected by choosing data plans that best suit your
company’s and drivers’ needs.
Mounts and Accessories
Keep tablets secure, fully charged and within reach with
high-quality, durable mobile mounting solutions. Includes
rugged enclosures with integrated charging and quick
release from ProClip, together with dash mounts and
backing plate from RAM. Available in locking and nonlocking versions. Seat-post mount options are available.
Superior Customer Support
Multilingual customer support comes as standard.

Samsung Hardware

Choose from two durable tablets that best suit the needs of your operation:

Galaxy Tab Active2
Strong from the inside out, the Galaxy Tab Active2 is a
rugged tablet designed for life on the road. It’s built to
withstand harsh conditions and is equipped with the latest
digital workflow tools to maximize operational efficiency,
while the built-in Samsung Knox platform keeps data secure.

Galaxy Tab A
Improve productivity with the powerful Galaxy Tab A,
designed for workflow efficiency. Meet electronic logging
requirements on the road with a long-lasting battery. Take
high quality photo documentation even in low light with
the high-resolution camera. Samsung Knox defense-grade
security keeps business data confidential and secure.

Rugged, mountable enclosures with integrated charging
For the Galaxy Tab A, use the Tough Sleeve, a rugged mountable
enclosure with integrated charging, available in locking and nonlocking solutions. Get one-handed quick release via the Sliding
Power Block Docking Interface and add a key lock for additional
security. Galaxy Tab Active2 uses spring-lock charging holders
for quick release. The enclosures are matched with dash mounts
and backing plates from RAM to ensure a solid installation. Seat
post mount options are also available.

Contact us today at sales@orbcomm.com to see how the ORBCOMM ELD solution, powered
by Samsung, can enhance the way you do business.

ORBCOMM is a global leader and innovator in the industrial Internet of Things, providing solutions that connect businesses to their assets
to deliver increased visibility and operational efficiency. The company offers a broad set of asset monitoring and control solutions, including seamless
satellite and cellular connectivity, unique hardware and powerful applications, all backed by end-to-end customer support, from installation to deployment to
customer care. ORBCOMM has a diverse customer base including premier OEMs, solutions customers and channel partners spanning transportation, supply
chain, warehousing and inventory, heavy equipment, maritime, natural resources, and government. For more information, visit www.orbcomm.com.
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